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1 of 2 review helpful Nonsense By wadi I think there are two kinds of difficult books Those for which difficulty is 
intrinsic to the subject and those which are difficult because they contain nonsense I m firmly convinced that how 
consciousness creates reality belongs to the second category I m adding that I don t write this lightly as a phd in both 
mathematics and physics and as an author myself I m not afraid spend This book is written out of the desire to 
examine the structure of our reality from a standpoint unbiased by established teachings be they academic scientific 
popular esoteric or religious in nature Claus Janew begins with seemingly simple interactions in our daily lives 
examines how they originate on a deeper level comes to understand the essentials of consciousness and finally 
recognizes that we create our reality in its entirety In the course of this quest th About the Author Claus Janew lives in 
Dresden and Bonn Germany and has been an independent researcher in philosophy for 28 years He discovered the 
infinitesimality structure an explanation of both consciousness and reality being a direct solution to the prob 

[Online library] science proves that human consciousness and our
2 consciousness and reality we dont know what matter is anymore than we know what mind is christian de quincy the 
paradox of consciousness reality  epub  oct 09 2014nbsp;this article explores the notion that the brain is genetically 
endowed with an innate virtual reality generator that through experience dependent  pdf the fundamental nature of 
reality is actually consciousness in his documentary peter russell explores the reasons why consciousness may be the 
consciousness we exist in a matrix simulation hologram or virtual programmed reality that we believe is real because 
our brains tell us it is 
the primacy of consciousness top documentary films
primacy of existence vs primacy of consciousness the basic metaphysical issue that lies at the root of any system of 
philosophy is the primacy of existence or the  summary brandon west contributor waking times in this article we will 
explore how your body is a holographic projection of your consciousness and how you directl  audiobook in 
biocentrism robert lanza and bob berman team up to turn the planet upside down with the revolutionary view that life 
creates the universe instead of the other way science works best when in harmony with nature if we put these two 
together we can discover great technologies that can only come about when the consciousness of 
primacy of existence vs primacy of consciousness
will we ever really know what or even where consciousness is is there any way to get at it scientifically conclusively 
week by week we hear claims from  adapted from biocentrism how life and consciousness are the keys to 
understanding the true nature of the universe by robert lanza with bob berman published by  review this bloggers book 
from biocentrism how life and consciousness are the keys to understanding the true nature of the universe by robert 
lanza bob berman do you believe that your thoughts create reality heres why thought energy and matter might not be 
as separate as you think 
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